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ABSTRACT

In addition to only considering stocks’ price series, utilizing short

and instant texts from social medias like Twitter has potential

to yield better stock market prediction. While some previous ap-

proaches have explored this direction, their results are still far from

satisfactory due to their reliance on performance of sentiment anal-

ysis and limited capabilities of learning direct relations between

target stock trends and their daily social texts. To bridge this gap,

we propose a novel Cross-modal attention based Hybrid Recur-

rent Neural Network (CH-RNN), which is inspired by the recent

proposed DA-RNN model. Specifically, CH-RNN consists of two

essential modules. One adopts DA-RNN to gain stock trend repre-

sentations for different stocks. The other utilizes recurrent neural

network to model daily aggregated social texts. These two modules

interact seamlessly by the following two manners: 1) daily repre-

sentations of target stock trends from the first module are leveraged

to select trend-related social texts through a cross-modal attention

mechanism, and 2) representations of text sequences and trend

series are further integrated. The comprehensive experiments on

the real dataset we build demonstrate the effectiveness of CH-RNN

and benefit of considering social texts.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Stock trend prediction has already been researched for decades [1],

due to its great value in seeking to maximize stock investment profit.
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Early approaches are mainly based on historical stock price time

series and use time series analysis methods such as autoregressive

model [3]. However, due to the excess volatility of stock prices [11],

it is hard to solely utilize them for prediction. To alleviate this issue,

financial news from traditional news media [4, 5] and more recently,

social messages from Twitter [6, 9], have been largely explored to

verify their predictive power. Since Twitter spreads information

faster and meanwhile ensures high coverage of information con-

tained in traditional medias [14], we focus on utilizing social texts

from Twitter to help stock trend prediction in this paper.

As tweets largely involve users’ opinions, stock-dependent tweet

analysis is promising to benefit stock trend prediction. On the

whole, humans may express their attitudes towards specific stocks

by directly mentioning the corresponding stock codes followed by

cash-tags (“$”).While a few previous studies have investigated using

knowledge from social media for trend prediction [6, 8, 9, 13], most

of their methods heavily depend on the good results of sentiment

analysis and are not trained in an end-to-end fashion. Thus a natural

research question arises: can we learn the relation between the

target stock trend and the representations of corresponding social

short texts in an end-to-end fashion?

To this end, we propose a novel deep learning model called Cross-

modal attention based Hybrid Recurrent Neural Network (CH-

RNN), partially inspired by the recent proposed DA-RNN model [7]

which is originally developed to utilize attention mechanism [12]

to fuse multiple time series to predict a central target time series

(e.g, using major corporations’ price series to predict the index

values of NASDAQ 100). Our model involves two main modules

(see Figure 1) for modeling stock price trends and social short texts

simultaneously. The first one utilizes DA-RNN to learn stock trend

representations. The other one utilizes recurrent neural network to

model social texts, where a simple text modeling method is used to

gain daily aggregated social text representation. These two modules

interact seamlessly by the following two manners to form a unified

framework: 1) the daily representations of stock trends from the

first module are leveraged to attend daily representations of social

texts through a cross-modal attention mechanism, ensuring to give

more weights to the trend-related daily social texts; and 2) CH-RNN

further combines the representations of stock trend and social text

to enable joint learning for target stock trend prediction.

As no publicly available datasets exist for this problem, we build

a real dataset
1
and the empirical experiments on it demonstrate

1
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Figure 1: The framework of CH-RNN. Note: FC means a fully-connected layer and we set the day countT = 3 for presentation.

Figure 2: The architecture of social text representation.

CH-RNN achieves the best performance among several baselines

and further verify the rationality of the model design.

2 PRELIMINARIES

2.1 Notations and Problem Statement

Following the settings of [4, 6], we suppose a stock market trend

takes a binary value. When the closing price of stock s for the next
day (d + 1) is greater than the closing price for today, we let market

trend Xs,d+1
= +1. Otherwise, we let Xs,d+1

= −1.

Suppose S to be the stock set where each stock s ∈ S. We utilize

X to denote a stock trend matrix where Xs,d is the market trend of

stock s for the day d . For convenience of later problem statement,

we use X.,d to represent the market trends of all stocks for the day

d . Similarly, We define T to be the social text set. Ts,d denotes the

text set of stock s in day d . Then the problem is stated as follows:

Problem 1 (Social Text-Driven Stock Prediction). For
a target day D, we are given the stock market trends X.,D−T :D−1

and the corresponding social texts T.,D−T :D−1. The aim is to learn a
function f (X.,D−T :D−1,T.,D−T :D−1) −→ X.,D to predict the trends.

2.2 Dual-stage Attention-based RNN

2.2.1 Input attention in the encoder. With regard to the target stock

s andM (|S|−1) exogenous trend series, the encoder is to determine

the attention weights of the different exogenous stocks for different

days. Particularly, the attention weight αmd of stockm for the day

d is calculated as follows:

дmd = v⊤en tanh(Wenhend−1
+UenXm, . ), α

m
d =

exp

(
дmd

)
∑M
s=1

exp

(
дsd

) . (1)
Then we can get the updated trend representation for each day,

e.g., X∗
.,d = (α1

dX
∗
1,d , . . . ,α

M
d X∗M,d ) and the hidden state hend for

the day d is obtained by hend = LSTM(X∗
.,d , h

en
d−1

).

2.2.2 Temporal attention in the decoder. The decoder is to deter-

mine the importance weights of different hidden states from en-

coders for each day. The importance weight βtd of hidden state hent
for the day d is given by:

ltd = v⊤de tanh(Wdeh
de
d−1
+ Udeh

en
t ), βtd =

exp

(
ltd

)
∑T
t ′=1

exp

(
lt
′

d

) . (2)

Thus a context vector cd =
∑T
t ′=1

βt
′

d hent ′ is gained and further used

to compute the decoder hidden state hded = LSTM(hded−1
,Xs,d−1

, cd ).
Finally, the decoder state hdeD is utilized to predict the stock trend.

3 COMPUTATIONAL MODEL

The overall framework of CH-RNN is shown in Figure 1. The left

part learns social text representation while the right utilizes DA-

RNN to model stock trend series. Then we introduce the input repre-

sentation and the cross-modal attention, follower by the description

of how stock trend is predicted by integrating representations of

social text and stock trend. To make the model clarification clearer,

we take the stock s as an example.

3.1 Input Representation

Stock trend representation. The exogenous stock trends and the

target stock trends are defined as X̄s = [Xm,D−T :D−1]
m= |S |
m=1,m,s and

Xs,D−T :D−1, respectively.

Daily aggregated social text representation. We aggregate all

tweets belonging to one day to construct a daily text representation

for avoiding the noise of a single tweet [2]. As Figure 2 shows,

the adopted method first takes a mean pooling operation over

all word embeddings to obtain tweet-level embeddings. Then the

max, mean, and min poolings are all applied to daily tweet level

embeddings. After concatenating all the pooled embeddings, we

get daily aggregated social text representation, denote as Es,d for

Ts,d , ∀d ∈ {d }
d=D−1

d=D−T .

3.2 Cross-modal Attention

Since there exists a temporal sequential relation between daily rep-

resentations, we utilize LSTM to associate them together through

sequential modeling, which is given by: hsts,d = LSTM(Es,d , hsts,d−1
),

where hsts,d is the hidden state of daily aggregated social text corre-

sponding to the stock s and day d .



To determine the different importance weights for each daily

social text presentation, we propose a cross-modal attention com-

putational method to leverage the representations from stock trend

series to attend social texts. Specifically, we employ the generated

hidden state hded by DA-RNN, which could be regarded as a high-

level state of stock trend for the day d . We first change hded to hdes,d
for satisfying our setting. Afterwards, we define the score γ sd to

measure the degree of relevance between hdes,d and hsts,d and further

apply the softmax function to the gotten score:

γ sd = hst⊤s,d (WFC
1

hdes,d ), ηsd =
exp

(
γ sd

)
∑D−1

d ′=D−T exp

(
γ sd ′
) , (3)

whereWFC
1

is the parameter matrix of a fully connected (FC) layer,

ηsd is the attention weight of the social text for the day d .
The intuition for explaining why price representations can assist

to select trend-relevant daily social texts is that even social texts

are daily aggregated, they might not be equally informative and

have different degrees of relevance to stock market trend. This

phenomenon is caused by the fact that social texts are not informal

and involve users’ own statements and other non-instant events.

Consequently, daily aggregated text representations should have

different importance weights due to the different degree of infor-

mation instantaneity and relevance. Based on the cross-modal at-

tention weight, with attaching higher weights to more relevant

text traits, CH-RNN computes the social text embedding
¯hs,D as

a weighted sum of all the recent T daily representations:
¯hs,D =∑D−1

d=D−T ηsd · h
st
s,d .

3.3 Trend Prediction

To generate good target trend prediction results, we combine the

knowledge mined from already existed social text and stock trend.

More specifically,
¯hs,D and hdes,D are concatenated to form an inte-

grated representation hdes,D for generating the stock trend predic-

tion:

hs,D = [
¯hs,D ;WFC

2
hdes,D ], ys,D = σ (WFC

3
hs,D ), (4)

where σ (·) is the sigmoid function,WFC
2

gives a linear transforma-

tion to make a flexible fusion.

4 EXPERIMENTS

4.1 Dataset and Implementation

We build a real-world dataset by crawling stock prices from Ya-

hoo Finance and social texts from Twitter using Tweepy. It ranges

from January 2017 to November 2017 and choose 47 stocks which

have sufficient tweets from the Standard & Poor’s 500 list. The

basic statistics of the dataset are shown in Table 1. To evaluate our

model and other baselines, we split the dataset with the ratio of

approximately 5: 1: 1 in chronological order.

Table 1: Basic statistics of the dataset.

Data #Stocks #Days #Tweets #Words

Twitter 47 231 746,287 137,052

The dimensions of hidden states are set to 64 and 16 for price

and social text modules. Word embeddings, with 50 dimensions, are

initialized with the pre-trained ones [10]. The accuracy metric [4]

is adopted for our evaluation. Adam is used for optimization.

4.2 Model Comparison

To validate the effective of CHRNN, we have chose three categories

of algorithms for evaluation: (i) traditional machine learning model.

We select autoregressive model (AuReg [3]) and feature based clas-

sification method (FeaCla) which constructs features from stock

price and multiple related tweets; (ii) topic modeling based model.

The semantic stock network (SSN [9]) is chosen, using a labeled La-

tent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) to model texts of stocks (labels) for

acquiring sentiment scores to replace price sequence features; (iii)

deep learning network model. We choose dual-stage attention RNN

(DA-RNN [7]) and the coupled LSTM (CLSTM) where one LSTM is

used to model stock trend series and the other one is leveraged to

model daily aggregated social texts.

To ensure robust comparison, we consider different lengths of

sequences (days), i.e., from 3 to 8, to test the sequential models. Ta-

ble 2 shows the results of CH-RNN and the other adopted baselines

with several different sequence lengths.

Table 2: Accuracies of different models on Twitter. Note: (3-

8) corresponds the average results of length from 3 to 8.

Model AuReg FeaCla SSN CLSTM DA-RNN CH-RNN

(3-8) 53.02 53.32 55.42 56.00 56.20 59.15

We first compare AutoReg and FeaCla. Although FeaCla takes

the features of social text into consideration, it does not improve Au-

toReg significantly, showing that it might be hard to mine effective

knowledge from social text based only on simple features. We find

SSN outperforms the first two models obviously, demonstrating the

benefit of the customized model for social-text driven stock predic-

tion. As a simple alternative deep learning based approach, CLSTM

presents good performance, showing the good capability of deep

sequential modeling. By comparing DA-RNN with SSN and CLSTM,

we see that DA-RNN performs better than the other two models,

even it does not consider social text information. This motivates us

to use DA-RNN to model stock trend series. Compared with all the

other models, no matter what the length of the modeled sequence

is, CH-RNN improves their results by a large margin, revealing the

advantages of CH-RNN and benefits of considering social text for

trend prediction.

4.3 Ablation Study

We further conduct ablation study of CH-RNN. We adopt “CH-

RNN (w/o cm_att)” to denote the variant of CH-RNN which does

not adopt the cross-model attention. Instead, the average of the

hidden states is used. Besides, we propose an alternative attention

method, i.e., defining a global parameter vector and use it to replace

WFC
1

hdes,d in Equation 3. We name it as “CH-RNN (go_att)”.

Table 3 shows the performance of different variants of CH-RNN.

We can see that CH-RNN (w/o cm_att) gets the worst results, which

shows that utilizing attention computation to get a weighted sum of

daily aggregated social text representations is necessary. Moreover,

CH-RNN outperforms CH-RNN (go_att), indicating the cross-modal

attention computation can benefit our model.



Table 3: Ablation study of CH-RNN.

Models len=4 len=6 len=8 Ave (3-8)

CH-RNN (w/o cm_att) 58.7 56.7 57.7 57.75

CH-RNN (go_att) 58.8 58.6 57.6 58.40

CH-RNN 59.0 59.5 58.1 59.15

4.4 More Experimental Analysis

4.4.1 Market simulation. Following [4], we specify a market sim-

ulation strategy to evaluate the stock prediction performance of

CH-RNN through a standard way of making profits. Compared

with the opening price, we set threshold of price fluctuation to 2%

as a signal to finish stock trading before the end of the day.

Figure 3: Average profits of all stocks for each day.

Table 4: Profit comparison between CH-RNN and DA-RNN.

Stock DA-RNN CH-RNN Stock DA-RNN CH-RNN

ABBV $1327 $1396 CVX $673 $940

BMY $912 $1022 F $820 $1128

CELG $602 $802 WMT $710 $717

Figure 3 shows the average daily profit for all stocks. Obviously,

CH-RNN gains more profits than DA-RNN on many days of the

month, although its profit curve fluctuates because of the irregular-

ities in stock prices. The one-month cumulative profits of CH-RNN

are 37% more than DA-RNN’s. Specifically, Table 4 presents the

profits of the six companies, i.e., AbbVie, Bristol-Myers Squibb,

Celgene, Chevron, Ford Motor, and Wal-Mart Stores, in the month.

4.4.2 Case study. In order to give qualitative analysis to the cross-

modal attention, we select some stock text presentations for show-

ing the ability of attention weights. Figure 4 shows several tweet

examples of two days with attention weights corresponding to 0.6

and 0.09. The tweets on the day with higher attention weight con-

tain more indicative words such as "Increase", "nice" and "Grows",

which are not only with instantaneity but also have impacts on

stock price series. The tweets on another day consist of neutral

words with less indicative opinions or with neural descriptions

themselves, thus the cross-modal attention attaches lower weight

to them.

4.4.3 Error analysis. We compare the predictions of DA-RNN and

CH-RNN, analyze the cases where trends are wrongly predicted

by CH-RNN but well predicted by DA-RNN, and summarize two

common situations. First, a tweet may talk events regarding one

company but mention more than one stocks which might have

competitive relationship. For example, as the first tweet in the

figure 5 shows, it talks the event of Samsung ($SSNLF). However,

as we collect tweets for each stock based on the existence of stock

name, this tweet is also used for Apple ($AAPL), which harms the

Figure 4: Daily examples with different attention weights.

Figure 5: Error analysis.

prediction for Apple. Second, a tweet may talk things happened

past. As the second tweet in Figure 5 shows, the event happened in

1997 and is apparently not relevant to current stock trend. But it is

hard for our models to capture this knowledge.

5 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a novel deep learning model CH-RNN

which can leverage stock price trend representations to attend

daily social text representations through a cross-modal attention

interaction. We build a real-world Twitter dataset and the extensive

experiments show that CH-RNN is effective for jointly modeling

stock trend and social text for the studied problem.
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